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Sutton Court, Somerset, the home of the Strachey family and the Great Chamber Lantern clock, dated 1672.
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LANTERNS & TAVERNS
CLOCKS FOR THE WALL AND HALL
I would like to offer you a very warm welcome to my second exhibition devoted to Lantern
and Tavern clocks. I have spent the last eight years building up this wonderful new
collection and I would like to thank all those collectors, colleagues, clockmakers and
restorers who in their different ways have made our exhibition possible.
The lantern and tavern clocks on offer cover the period from 1600 until circa 1820 and
include several early very rare lantern clocks in their long or hooded wall cases. Tavern
clocks were never made in large numbers and even fewer have survived the centuries in
good condition. We are therefore thrilled to have a number of early examples which were
previously unrecorded and others which are rare either in their unusual design, special
chinoiserie decoration or small size.
Given the variety, great beauty and historical importance of these clocks, I trust there will
be pieces both to tempt the serious collector and inspire those who are discovering these
two fascinating areas of horology for the first time.

Howard Walwyn

Front cover:

Gabril Holland, Coventry

A magnificent George II period tavern timepiece in very original condition. This is one of the earliest tavern clocks
made outside of London dating from no later than 1730 and is therefore a great rarity.
Date: circa 1725 - 1730
Height: 62 in (158cm)
Width: 30 ¾ in (78 cm)

Peter Closon
Nere Hoborn Bridge
Londini Fecit

A remarkable semi-miniature lantern
clock dating from the early Civil War
period. The sparsely engraved floral
dial centre with the maker’s signature
harks back to the earliest dials along
with the very narrow chapter ring
and its floating half-hour markers.
The balance wheel verge escapement
has been reinstated. This clock
is illustrated in figure III/28 of
George White’s English Lantern Clock.
Date: circa 1640-1645.
Height: 11 ¾ in (30 cm)

A detail of the unique ‘boar-whale’ fret
which, according to White, shows the
“influence of the engraving in Conrad
Gesner’s ‘Historia Animalium’ dating
from 1604. He recounts the story of the
unfortunate sailors who “mistook the
whale’s back for an island, anchored,
landed and lit a fire on it.” This
remarkable fret is illustrated in figures
III 35 and 36 of White’s book.

THE LANTERN CLOCK
Weight-driven domestic chamber clocks appeared on the continent in the 16th century
and they had a direct influence on the first English lantern clock makers working in
London in the early 1600’s. The latter’s designs were so successful and reliable that they
continued to be made in one form or another until the end of the 18th century. A lantern
is a brass dial wall clock with square bottom and top plates surmounted by brass frets
and a large bell. It has four turned brass corner pillars and a short duration movement
with two weights or more if fitted with an alarm or more complex striking train. The
weights, which drive the movement, hang freely below the clock case.
The origin of the term ‘lantern clock’ remains uncertain, although it does resemble a 17th
century Dutch brass lantern in its rectangular shape. Brass, the main metal of which
lantern clocks are made, is an alloy of copper and such alloys were often called latten which
derives from the French word ‘laiton’. Hence ‘Lantern’ could be a corruption of this.

The earliest London made lantern clock in the collection is the semi miniature by Peter
Closon which dates from the early 1640’s and the Civil War period. This is followed by
the Thomas Loomes balance wheel lantern, the Thomas Knifton two handed clock and
the exceptional unsigned large scale lantern clock. All three latter clocks were made
during Oliver Cromwell’s rule in the 1650s.

The 8-Day Lantern clock which is in its original painted oak wainscot case is both a very
rare survivor and a provincial masterpiece of museum quality. It has fantastic provenance
having been made for the Strachey family at Sutton Court in Somerset. It is dated 1672
and was almost certainly made in either Bristol or the Chew Valley. (Pages 8 & 9)
There are also two very original Third Period lantern clocks dating from the 1680s by
well-known London makers, Joseph Windmills and Thomas Wheeler, and a rare
miniature lantern timepiece by Thomas Tompion.

The clock by Humphrey Mills of Edinburgh is also potentially very important as it is
possibly the first lantern clock made in Scotland with an original anchor escapement and
long pendulum shortly after its invention in England.

Early 17th century Gothic
Chamber Clock

A rare early Swiss or South German painted iron
Chamber clock dated 1607, the short duration
iron movement with restored foliot escapement,
alarm, hour and quarter strike on bells. Weight
driven Gothic wall clocks from the Continent
such as this were forerunners of the 17th and
18th century English brass lantern clocks.

Height: 18 in (46 cm)

Side view of the ‘gothic’ iron movement
showing the restored crown wheel and foliot
escapement with its strike train.

Thomas Loomes at Ye Mermaid
in Lothbury Londini

A fine Commonwealth period lantern clock by
this leading London maker. It has the classic
features of a Second Period Lothbury clock: the
tulip engraved dial centre with the maker’s full
signature, the narrow chapter ring with
wheatear half-hour markers, the high quality
separately cast finials, pillars and feet and the
typical finely wrought blued steel hand. The short
duration movement has had its balance wheel
and alarm work sympathetically reinstated.
Date: circa 1655 - 1658.
Height: 16 in (41 cm)

*Thomas Loomes was a fascinating character
who led quite a turbulent life. He was
apprenticed to John Selwood and became free of
the Clockmakers’ Company in 1649. He took over
the Selwood family’s premises at the Mermaid
in Lothbury, ‘near Bartholomew Lane End’
after William Selwood’s death in 1653. In
April 1654 Loomes married Mary Fromanteel,
the daughter of the great clockmaker
Ahasuerus Fromanteel. Both Fromanteel and
Loomes were supporters of Oliver Cromwell
and Loomes served as a Lieutenant in the
Cromwellian army for a time. After the
Restoration of Charles II he was arrested
on more than one occasion for hoarding
weapons and harbouring former
Parliamentary officers. He died in 1664
most probably of the plague.

Unsigned Second
Period Lantern clock

An exceptional large
Commonwealth period lantern clock
with early conversion from balance
wheel to verge escapement. Given
its size and quality, this clock was
probably made in London by one of
the great Lothbury makers like
Thomas Knifton or Peter Closon.
Date: circa 1658.
Height: 17 ½ in (44.5 cm)

Thomas Knifton at the Crossed
Keys in Lothbury Fecit

A Cromwellian Second Period lantern clock of
great charm. It unusually has two iron
hands for the hours and minutes and a
chapter ring with an outer minute band
and fleur-de-lys for indicating the halfquarters. The two-train weight driven
movement has had an old conversion
from balance wheel to anchor
escapement and long pendulum. The
maker’s signature is set at the base
of the dolphin fret, leaving space
for a continuous flow of tulip and
foliate engraving in the dial centre.
Date: circa 1650-1660
Height: 14 ½ in (37 cm)

*Thomas Knifton was apprenticed
to William Selwood in 1632 for
eight years. He subsequently had
his workshop at the Crossed Keys
in Lothbury in St Margaret’s
Parish and was first mentioned
there in June 1646. He was one of
the most preeminent and prolific
lantern clockmakers along with
Peter Closon and Thomas Loomes.
Tragically, his workshop was
destroyed in the Great Fire of
London in 1666. He died in
January 1667 a poor man, but
with his rich legacy of lantern
clocks largely intact for future
generations. His daughter,
Sarah, married the clockmaker
Edward Norris who had also
been an apprentice of
William Selwood.

The Sutton Court
Great Chamber Clock

dated 1672

This remarkable clock is the first 8-Day giant lantern
clock we have seen or been privileged to handle. It
stands in its original painted wainscot oak case which
is over eight feet tall to allow enough height for the
weight to descend and drive the clock for 8 days. The
clock was made for the Strachey family at Sutton
Court in Somerset and it is dated 1672 on the dial plate
behind the chapter ring. The silver crest of the
Strachey family was once mounted on the door of the
case and 1672 was the year that John Strachey
inherited the property. There is also a reference in an
inventory of February 1674-5 to “a clock and a case” in
the new parlour “valued att £4”. The clock was only
sold by the Strachey family’s descendants in the 1990s.
The unsigned movement itself bears all the typical
hallmarks of a lantern clock from nearby Bristol or
the Chew Valley. Its turned pillars, finials and feet
are cast in one piece. It has a large brass hand and a
narrow silvered chapter ring. The design of the dial
centre with scrolling flowers and foliage
surmounted by a human head is almost identical to
the dial on a 17th century lantern clock by the Bristol
maker Thomas Browne. The superb movement had
at one time been converted to anchor escapement
and long pendulum but it has since been put back to
verge. The strike train is original.

Side view of the 8-Day movement.

Sutton Court Movement

The rare 8-Day movement out of its wainscot case.

Thomas Milles
In Shooe Lane Fecit

A fine late Second Period London
lantern with all the features we expect
from such clocks: high quality scrolling
tulip and foliage engraved dial centre
and corners, narrow Roman chapter
ring with wheatear half-hour markers,
well wrought original blued steel hand,
engraved dolphin fret and boldly
turned pillars, frame and feet cast in
one piece. The movement was
converted early in its life from verge
escapement to anchor and long
pendulum and therefore lost its alarm
train which would originally have been
mounted on the back plate.
Date: circa 1655
Height: 15 ½ in (39 cm)

* Thomas Milles was the older brother
of Humphrey Mills who moved away to
work in Edinburgh 1643. It is believed
he was apprenticed to Peter Closon
and was not made a Free Brother of
the Clockmakers Company until 1652.
However, he had regularly taken
on apprentices prior to that date
through the lantern clockmaker
Nicholas Coxeter. His workshop
was in Shooe Lane, Westminster
and he was last recorded in 1663.

Humphrey Mills
at Edinburgh Fecit

This clock almost certainly dates from
the 1670s and may well be one of the
very first Scottish clocks to have the
recently invented anchor escapement
and long pendulum from new. The
clock has never had a conversion. It is
therefore potentially very important
as a forerunner of all the anchor
controlled Scottish clocks to come
later. Any Scottish lantern clock is a
rarity as so few were ever made and
this example is exceptional with its
heraldic fret and flower and foliate
dial centre and pristine movement.
Date: circa 1675-1680.
Height: 14 in (35.5 cm)

*Humphrey Mills was born ten years
after his older brother Thomas in 1615
and was apprenticed like his brother,
to Peter Closon being freed in 1640. It
is believed he moved to Cannonsgate
in Edinburgh in 1643. Later, he took
as apprentice Richard Mills, the son
of his brother Thomas, and in 2008
we found the first Edinburgh lantern
clock signed by the nephew.

Left:

William Newton Londini Fecit

A rare James II period walnut hooded wall
timepiece with alarm, the thirty-hour lantern
movement with turned brass pillars. The 5 ¾ inch
dial has florally engraved corners which are
repeated in the dial centre which also bears the
maker’s signature. The well patinated walnut case
retains its charming original carved swan neck
cresting surmounted by a winged cherub.
Date: circa 1685
Dial Width: 5 ¾ in (14.5 cm)
Height: 13 ½ in (34.5 cm)

*William Newton was apprenticed to the
well known early maker Edward Stanton
from 1676 and freed in 1685. There is a
lantern clock by him signed ‘in
Smithfield’ where he worked.

Right:

Thomas Wheeler
Neare The French
Church
A very original Third Period
lantern clock, the 30-hour
movement with centre
swinging verge pendulum,
hour strike and alarm
mounted on the backplate.
The dial retains its original
alarm disc, blued steel hand
and tulip engraved centre.
The maker’s signature is set
along the base of the dolphin
engraved front fret.
Date: circa 1685
Height: 15 in (38 cm)

*Thomas Wheeler was
apprenticed to Nicholas Coxeter
in 1647 and freed in 1655.
He became Master of the
Clockmakers’ Company in 1684
and he was a prolific maker of
lantern clocks.

Thomas Tompion London, N° 535
A rare numbered timepiece with alarm on a period
miniature wainscot oak longcase stand.

Side view of timepiece movement with restored
internal alarm work mounted on the inside of the
backplate.

View of extended top plate hoop with Tompion’s
stamped serial number 535 and W beneath a fleurde-lys mark. The number 535 is also scratched onto
the bottom plate.

Thomas Tompion
London, N° 535

A frontal view of the same
fine Tompion miniature
timepiece with alarm. The
clock retains its original
alarm disc and is signed by
the maker at the top of the
florally engraved dial
centre. The Roman chapter
ring has sword hilt halfhour markers and is
surmounted by pierced frets
with flowers set in a vase.
The 30-hour timepiece
movement has a knife edge
verge escapement with
restored alarm work.

Date: circa 1712
Height: 9 ½ in (24 cm)
Width: 4 ½ in (11.5 cm)
Stand height: 76 ½ in
(194.5 cm)
Trunk width: 6 in (15.25 cm)
*Tompion made very few
miniature lantern clocks
and this is only the second
one we have handled in over
20 years. The letter W
beneath a fleur-de-lys also
appears on Tompion
longcases N° 502 and N°
534. The associated
miniature lantern clock
wainscot oak case of the
period is particularly rare.
From its number, we can
date this clock to circa 1712,
a year before Tompion died.
There is another miniature
Tompion lantern in the
collection of the British
Museum.
Provenance: The Tom Scott
Collection

Joseph Windmills,
London

A good Third Period London hourstriking winged lantern clock by this
famous maker with verge escapement
and central anchor swinging into the
wings. The alarm work is mounted on
the backplate.

Date: circa 1685-1690.
Height: 15 in (38 cm) including finial
Width: 12 ½ in (31.75 cm) including
wings

*Joseph Windmills was born circa 1648
and was made a Free Brother in the
Clockmakers’ Company in 1671. He had
a considerable number of apprentices
who later became well-known makers
and he was elected Master of the
Clockmakers’ Company in 1702. After
his death he was succeeded by his son
Thomas in the business.

Jacques Hory, Paris

A fine 17th century French tortoiseshell, ebony and silver mounted ‘Religieuse’ wall timepiece of rare small size. The short
duration movement has a verge escapement and cycloidal cheeks. The 7 inch velvet dial has original, engraved hands and a
drapery shaped lambrequin for the maker’s signature, all made of solid silver.
Date: circa 1680 - 1685
Height: 13 ¾ in (35 cm)
Width: 10 in (26 cm)

*Jacques Hory was working in Paris in the 1680s and this ‘glamourous’ little clock is one of the finest silver mounted
‘Religieuses’ we have seen.

Ign. Huggeford nella
galleria del Gran Duca
di Toscano
A classic London style Third Period
lantern clock made by this English
Roman Catholic living and working in
exile in Florence. It has all the typical
features of a lantern clock of the late
1680s: flower and foliate dial centre
with the maker’s signature at the top,
dolphin frets, alarm disc and alarm
train mounted on the back plate along
with a crown wheel verge escapement
and centre swinging pendulum.
Date: circa 1690
Height: 15 ½ in (39 cm)

*Ignatius Huggeford was made a Free
Brother of the Clockmakers’ Company
in 1671 and by 1686 he was ‘beyond the
seas’ when the Company accepted his
son Peter as his apprentice. By 1688 he
was working for Grand Duke Cosimo
III of Tuscany as an emigré, probably
as a result of his Roman Catholicism.

Richard Savage de Wenlock Magna Fecit* 1696

A stunning William III period wall clock made for William and Jane Ffarmer in 1696. The 8-inch square dial has charming floral
and foliate engraving in all four corners and within the dial centre below the maker’s signature. It has a narrow chapter ring
and a single finely forged iron hand. The idiosyncratic movement is typical of the work of this maker with the use of iron top and
bottom plates. We can speculate that Savage used iron as it was cheaper than brass. This is the fourth known clock by him dated
1696 and with the names of his original clients engraved on the dial.
Dated 1696
Dial width: 8 in (20 cm)

*Richard Savage was born in 1663 in Much Wenlock and he is known for his unusual lantern clocks which bear the names of
their first owners and the year they were made. His dials and movements have great folkloric and rustic charm.

George Harris Jn
Frittwell Fecit

A rare key wound lantern clock with hour
strike, twin barrels for the going and
striking trains and original crown wheel
verge escapement. The beautiful dial has
unusual tulip engraving within the dial
centre and four outer corners with a
Tudor Rose on the original alarm disc.
This clock is illustrated on page 20 of
Beeson’s ‘Clockmaking in Oxfordshire’.
Date: circa 1670 - 1675
Height: 14 ½ in (37 cm)

* George Harris was a highly individual
maker whose keywound lantern clocks
are very sought after. There are only two
other known makers who made such
clocks, Harris of Oxford and Thomas
Ford of Buckingham. Harris was born in
1614 and was also a maker of Church
Turret clocks. He died in June 1694.

Detail of the movement showing the twin
barrels with their gutlines for suspending
the weights which drive the going and
striking trains of the clock.

Right:

John Butterly Horsham

A rare provincial George I period miniature brass lantern
clock, the short duration movement with hour strike on a
countwheel.
Date: circa 1720 - 1725
Height: 9 in (24 cm)
Width: 3 ¾ in (9.5 cm)

*John Butterly is recorded as working in Horsham Sussex
from 1714 until his death in 1729.

Left:

Benjamin Gray, London

A rare George II period 3 ½ inch brass dial travelling
alarm timepiece with its original crownwheel verge
escapement and short bob pendulum. The movement was
made either to hang directly from the wall on its brass hoop
and spurs or sit within its original oak hooded case.
Date: circa 1740
Dial width: 3 ½ in (9 cm)
Case height: 10 in (25 cm)
Depth: 4 ½ in (11.5 cm)

*Benjamin Gray was a celebrated maker who became
Watchmaker to George II. This miniature hooded wall clock
predates his well-known partnership with his son-in-law
Justin Vulliamy which started in 1743 and ended when
Gray died in 1764.

Henry Deykin of Worcester, N° 891

An exceptionally rare early George III period miniature
lantern timepiece alarm clock with 5 ½ inch arched brass
dial and anchor escapement and long pendulum. The
movement sits in its original slender caddy topped oak case of
grandmother proportions.
Date: circa 1760
Case height: 75 in (190.5 cm)
Dial Width: 5 ½ in (14 cm)

*Henry Deykin was born in 1715 and became apprenticed to
his father, Thomas Deykin, whom he succeeded. He made a
series of fine brass dial clocks which he numbered. He became
Free of the Clockmakers Company in 1736 and died in 1779.

George Wood, Nailsworth

A rare provincial English iron framed timepiece of short
duration with alarm work. The signed 6 inch dial is dated on
the rear, 1760, and sits within its original oak hooded wall
hanging case.
Dated 1760
Height: 11 in (28 cm)
Width: 7 in (18 cm)

*George Wood was working in Nailsworth from 1720 until
1766. He made a small number of these charming hooded
wall clock timepieces which have great rustic appeal.

Right:

James Woolley, Codnor

A very rare George I period 30-hour weight driven ‘hook and spike’ wall
timepiece by this highly rated maker. The 7 ½ inch break arch dial has
winged cherub corner spandrels, a matted centre and an original blued steel
hand. The unusual movement has A shaped plates with a cut out at the base
and it sits within its original pine case behind the oak panel for the brass dial.
Date: circa 1720-1725
Height: 10 ½ in (17 cm)
Width: 8 in (20.5 cm)

This clock is illustrated on page 238, figure 6 of ‘Time and Place: English
Country Clocks 1680 – 1840’.
Provenance: The collection of Jeff Darken

Left:

Woolley, Codnor

An unusual George III period weight-driven ‘hook
and spike’ wall timepiece with alarm of one week
duration. It is extremely rare to find such a clock
which runs for longer than 30 hours. This clock is
illustrated both in Hooper and Darken’s ‘English
30 Hour Clocks’ pp. 277-280 and figures 5/29 to
5/32 and in Jeff Darken’s ‘Time and Place, English
Country Clocks 1600-1840’ exhibit 54, pp. 180-181
Date: circa 1765
Height: 10 ¾ in (27.5 cm)
Width: 9 ¾ in (24.5 cm)

*James Woolley of Codnor in Derbyshire is one of
the most sought after provincial makers. His clock
movements and their cases have features which
are highly individual and unique to this maker
and therefore of great appeal to collectors.
Provenance: The Collection of Jeff Darken

THE TAVERN OR
‘ACT OF PARLIAMENT’ CLOCK
Tavern clocks are a form of wall clock unique to this country, having only ever been made
in Britain and the vast majority in London and the south and west of England. The
movements are robust and the dials are large with bold gilt-brass hands which can be
clearly seen from a distance when they are hung high up on the wall in public places such
as coaching inns – hence the name tavern clock.

Historically they have been known by several different names, most confusingly ‘Act of
Parliament’ clocks. In 1797 Pitt the Younger introduced a tax by Act of Parliament
whereby: “For and upon every clock or timekeeper by whatever name the same shall be
called… shall be charged an annual duty of Five Shillings.

The theory that tavern clocks were developed because people could no longer afford clocks
and watches of their own because of the tax on them is easily disproved, however. The
first known tavern clock was made by George Graham and dates to about 1720. This was
many decades before Pitt’s Act – which in any case was repealed less than a year later
after intense lobbying from the clockmakers.
Tavern clocks were certainly not confined to public houses, and in fact Graham’s clock
can still be seen in a church in Bury St Edmunds. Hung safely out of the reach of the
sometimes boisterous or inebriated clientele, they were the perfect timekeeper for
coaching inns, which flourished throughout the 18th century as privately owned ‘Turnpike
Trusts’ began to improve the nation’s roads. A network of stagecoaches soon developed.
Priding themselves on their strict schedules, some achieved hitherto unimaginable
average speeds of over ten miles an hour, with fresh horses available at each inn where
they stopped. ‘Time was money’ and hence the importance of having an accurate clock
for the schedules.
The reliable weight-driven movements of tavern clocks kept excellent time and those that
have survived continue to do so. Examples are still to be seen in old coaching inns like
the George Inn in Southwark or the Bear Hotel in Hungerford on the London-Bath mail
coach route. Interestingly, the tavern clock by Thomas Sutton of Maidstone, which is in
our exhibition, was actually made for the Sun Inn in Maidstone, a few doors away from
Sutton’s workshop.

Ralph Toleson, London
A very rare early gilt and black
chinoiserie shield dial tavern clock,
the 8-Day timepiece movement with
rectangular plates. The beautifully
shaped bombé base has a removable
panel for ease of access to the
pendulum bob to make fine
adjustments to the clock’s
timekeeping, a feature only seen on
the very first tavern clocks.
Date: circa 1725
Height: 59 in (150 cm)
Dial width: 30 in (76 cm)

*Ralph Toleson was working in
London in the first quarter of the
18th century and this previously
unrecorded clock is the first known
tavern clock by this maker.

Left:

William Gass, London

A good early George III period London made tavern clock
with a black and gilt round dial and chinoiserie lacquered
case. The 8-day timepiece movement has a five wheel
train and shaped plates.
Date: circa 1760
Height: 53 in (135 cm)
Dial Width: 27 in (68.5cm)

*William Gass was apprenticed in 1740 and became a
member of the Clockmakers’ Company in 1749.

Right:

Chas Penney, Bristol

A very unusual 8-day tavern clock, the teardrop
shaped gilt and black chinoiserie case with rounded
base and 8-Day timepiece movement with A shaped
plates. The charming naïve decoration and elegant
shape of this clock make it very special.
Date: circa 1785
Height: 46 in (117 cm)
Dial Width: 20 ½ in (52 cm)

*Charles Penney was active in Bristol between 1781
and 1801. This is only the second tavern clock that we
have had by this maker.

Left:

John Everell, London

A classic late George II period shield dial tavern clock,
the timepiece movement of 8-day duration with A
shaped plates and the dial with original finely pierced
brass hands. The case has fine black and gilt chinoiserie
decoration.
Date: circa 1750 – 1760
Height: 66 in (168 cm)
Dial Width: 31 ½ in (80 cm)

*John Everell is recorded as working in London in the
middle years of the 18th century.

Right:

Abraham Bernard, Bristol

A fine West Country tavern clock with pristine
chinoiserie decoration to the case and the rare feature of
a chain wound 8-day timepiece movement. The 29 inch
dial retains both its original moulded and chinoiserie
decorated opening door and pierced brass hands.
Date: circa 1770
Height: 58 in (147.5 cm)
Dial Width: 29 in (74 cm)

*Abraham Bernard was working in Bristol between 1758
and 1795.

Left:

William Chalklen, Canterbury

A rare small bombé shaped tavern clock with fine
chinoiserie decoration, the white dial retaining its
original gilt brass hands and the 8-Day timepiece
movement with A shaped plates.
Date: circa 1770.
Height: 42 in (107 cm)
Width: 22 in (56 cm)

*William Chalklen was working in Canterbury and
was a member of the Clockmaker’s Company from
1763 until 1787,

Right:

Sam Elford, Stalbridge

An unusual George III period teardrop tavern clock, the black
lacquer case with gilt chinoiserie decoration and the plated
timepiece movement of 8-Day duration.
Date: circa 1780
Height: 57 ½ in (146 cm)
Width: 29 in (74 cm)
Depth: 7 in (18 cm)

*Samual Elford was working in Stalbridge and Sherborne in
Dorset in the third quarter of the 18th century.

Left:

Rutter, Cannon Street, London

A good black and gilt chinoiserie white round dial tavern clock
of rare small size. The timepiece movement has A-shaped
plates and is of 8 day duration.
Date: circa 1770
Height: 40 in (101.5 cm)
Dial Width: 16 in (41 cm)

Right:

Robert Clidsdale, Edinburgh

A rare Scottish tavern clock by this well-known Edinburgh
maker, with 8-Day timepiece movement. The trunk door is
decorated with a risqué scene of a gentleman offering his lady
a salmon within a gilt and black chinoiserie background.
Date: circa 1760
Height: 56 in (142 cm)
Dial Width: 28 ¾ in (73 cm)

*Robert Clidsdale (also spelt Clydesdale) is a well known
Scottish maker and he is recorded as working in Niddry’s
Wynd in Edinburgh from 1754 until his death in 1786.

Left:

John Johnson, London

An impressive George II period shield dial tavern clock,
the A-shaped plated timepiece movement of 8-day
duration and the case with fine black and gilt
chinoiserie decoration.
Date: circa 1750 - 1760
Height: 62 in (157.5 cm)
Dial Width: 32 in (81 cm)

*There are a number of John Johnsons listed as
working in London circa 1750. This clock was most
probably from the workshop of John Johnson who
worked in Exchange Alley.

Right:

Thomas Sutton, Maidstone

A good Kentish tavern clock, the 8-Day timepiece
movement in a black and gilt chinoiserie case of rare small
size. This clock was most probably made for the Ancient
Bell tavern in Maidstone as indicated on the white dial.
Date: circa 1795
Height: 44 in (112 cm)
Width: 21 in (53.5 cm)

*Thomas Sutton was apprenticed to Richard Cutbush in
Maidstone prior to working on his own account from 1790
until 1823.

An exceptionally rare pair of late 18th century
Coaching Dials with their original iron pointers
and untouched gilt and painted decoration.
Date: circa 1790
Height: 16 ½ in (42 cm)
Width: 16 in (40.75 cm)

COACHING DIALS
Regular stagecoach routes began in England and Scotland in the early 17th century, opening up for the first time the prospect of
long-distance travel in relative comfort for those not wealthy enough to have their own carriage and servants. Stagecoaches
began to acquire a glamour reflected in their names: the Regulator (so reliable that you could set your watch by it), the
Mercury and the Flyer.

By the late 18th century transport achieved a new peak of speed and luxury with the advent of the mail coach. Mail coaches were
truly the kings of the road, with all other traffic ordered out of their way and turnpikes held open at the sound of their horns,
upon pain of a fine for the toll-keeper. The turnaround of horses, mail and passengers at coaching inns was timed to the second,
the Formula One pitstop of the day.
A hierarchy developed, as recorded in the “New Bath Guide; Or, Useful Pocket Companion” of 1790. Post coaches were slower
than mail coaches and had more passengers squeezed inside and out, but were more affordable for many.

Coaching dials, like this exceptionally rare late 18th century pair in original condition, seem to have hung in pairs with an “M”
and a “P” on each dial. We can speculate that the “M” would be set for the attention of the wealthy gentry, showing the arrival of
the next mail coach, with the “P” for the more humble users of the post coaches.

Left:

YOUNG, LONDON

A rare George III period mahogany tavern clock,
the 15 inch convex painted wooden white dial with
original gilt brass hands and pierced heart shaped
tips. The high quality plated timepiece movement
with counterbalance runs for 8 days.
Date: circa 1810
Height: 41 in (104 cm)
Dial Width: 15 in (38 cm)

Right:

PIKE, ELTHAM

A good George III period mahogany tavern clock of
excellent colour, figure and proportions. The 22 inch
convex wooden white dial has its original gilt brass hands
and an 8-day timepiece movement with A shaped plates.
Date: circa 1810
Height: 42 ½ in (108 cm)
Dial Width: 22 in (56 cm)

*This fine clock was made by James Pike of Eltham, South
London where he was working from 1805 until 1832.

